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Smart Software Solutions

VERTICAL BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS WITH
EDH Technology
& WORKPOINT

Software solutions
— Project Management
— HR Management
— Case Management

— Contract Management
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Introduction
to EDH Technology
&
This catalogue includes the following solutions and functions
EDH & WorkPoint Project Management
Efficient platform for project management

EDH & WorkPoint Risk Management
Systematic approach to risks and opportunities

EDH & WorkPoint HR Management
Administrate and systemise employee information

EDH & WorkPoint GDPR
How WorkPoint can support GDPR Compliance

EDH & WorkPoint Case Management
Overview of all cases and case processes

EDH & WorkPoint External Acess
Safe integration of external users

Designed
for SharePoint
Online and
Office 365

Build and design your
own solution
Build a unique combination of vertical
business solutions and functions
EDH & WorkPoint’s solutions cover
some of the most business-critical
areas of organisations, such as HR,
Quality Assurance, Project
Management and much more. Our
vertical business solutions and
functions for Share-Point Online
and Office 365 can easily and
directly be integrated into a specific
department to cater to their
individual needs or implement-ed
across the entire organisation.

A great way to optimise your
business is by combining different
EDH & WorkPoint solutions. By
operating within the same system
and by coordinating soft data such
as documents, e-mails & data
through EDH & WorkPoint, crossorganisational activites will
significantly be improved.
Combined with supporting
functions for GDPR compliance,
and integrating external users, and

knowledge-sharing will become
an integrated part of your daily
routines.

EDH Technology
&
solutions
— Project Management
— HR Management
— Case Management
— Contract Management
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Project Management
Project management with high degree of efficiency
and structure in SharePoint Online and Office 365
EDH Technology Share Point solution
for Project Management creates a
central cockpit for manag-ing all
workflows and documentation in a
project. It is an efficient project
management tool that provides a
complete overview of all ongoing
projects as well as the progress of
each project.
With intuitive gate and stage management, the system guides the
project employee - safely and easily

- through the entire project.
This ensures that employees do not
switch from one stage to another in a
pro-ject before all tasks and
requirements are met in that specific
stages.
A high and consistent quality is
achieved in all cross-organisational
projects, and employees can start to
access all project related material in a
single platform.

EDH Technology &

Areas of Project
Management

Project Management

Project Management Office

Risk
Management

Stage
Management
Business
Intelligence

Supporting
Tools

E-mail
Management
Portfolio
Management
Document
Management

Key features with EDH Technology
Project Management
Work efficiently
with template library
The well-organised template library
ensures the workflow and quality of
project documents.

Easy and quick archiving
and retrieving of information
Automated and intelligent metatagging
for efficient archiving and retrieval of
e-mails and documents.

Portfolio Management
Efficient measuring of projects progress
and optional export to Excel.

Template
Library
External
Sharing

2 areas of EDH Technology Project Managment

Stage Management
controls the process
Intuitive stage management that guides
the user safely and easily through all
phases of the project.

Project Document Management

Project Management Office
The PMO solution definies the
standards for working with project
management. Guidelines,
criterias, policies, tasks related to
projects are all implemented
within the system, to help your
organisation in structuring and
sharing data, e-mails and
documents across the organisation.
EDH Technology & WorkPoint offers
a selection of supporting tools such
as E-mail Management and
Business Intelligence, that provides
busi-ness-critical assistance for
optimis-ing project management
across the organisation.

Project Document Management
The intelligent PDM-solution guides
your organisation in working more
efficiently with project documents.
Our Project Document Management
includes functions such as automatic
meta-tagging, gate control, template
library and much more. These
functions ensure that the handling,
storage and mangement of
documents will become much more
controlled and secure. The result is a
comprehensive over-view of all
document users, versions and stages
and automate processes regarding
the document setup and storage.

Gate
Control
Automatic
Metatagging
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Support tools and functions
with
A selection of tools and functions that can be included in
your project management solution to ensure the quality
and coordination of all ongoing projects.

Risk management
There may be various factors that
slow down the progress of a project, and if you do not focus on this
in project management, you could
potentially delay key milestones and
delivery of the project. EDH
Technology & WorkPoint handles
the risks associated with a given
project, and you are therefore
prepared for the challenges you
meet.

External sharing
With EDH Technology & WorkPoint
solution it is easy to control who has
access to the projects, and thus who
shares knowledge and information,
and there are regular procedures for
integrating external users, that
ensure that one’s unique knowledge
and information is not shared with
someone who should not have
access.

Document management
In EDH & WorkPoint, you can create
an overview of your documents,
and project participants can easily
col-laborate in the projects, thus
quickly and efficiently addressing
various issues that may arise during
the project phases.

Business intelligence
Be more intelligent about your
business and start using BI for Project Management. With EDH &
WorkPoint, you can integrate
Microsoft Busi-ness Intelligence to
get professional insight on data and
metrics from all ongoing projects.

Template library
The system provides efficient template management, which means
that in EDH & WorkPoint you can
find any project template you need.
There are templates for meeting
reports, status reports, offer
documents, framework agreements
and the like.

Stage management
With intuitive stage management,
the system helps the user - safely
and easily - through all stages of
the project process from automatic
assignment assignment through
detailed process management to
the final evaluation.

Portfolio management
The project solution provides clear
portfolio management, which helps to
easily maintain an overall overview of
multiple concurrent projects at a time.
Projects are presented on a clear
dashboard, and status of the projects
is marked with a light signal. This ensures insight across the entire project
portfolio and prioritises efforts.

Automatic metatagging
Automatic and intelligent metatagging that saves users time and
resources and quality assures
metadata on emails and documents.
This intelligent metatagging can be
implemented on all onging projects to
gather all correspondance across the
organisation.

Email management
Efficient management of emails
with quick and easy filing to the
case by drag and drop. Intelligent
suggestions for journaling as well as
automated journaling

Gate control
Gate management ensures that employees do not enter a new phase of
the project until all tasks or requirements aremet in the current phase.
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HR Management
Professional and systematic administration of employee
cases, HR tasks and processes in SharePoint Online
and Office 365
With EDH & WorkPoint HR
Management, it is easy for HR
departments to create, maintain,
save and retrieve docu-ments on
employee cases. The HR department
helps the organisation in continuously
update employee related issues such
as competencies, cours-es,
certificates, medical documents,
contracts and much more.

EDH &

Courses

Skills

The solution provides a complete
overview of all documents and data
related to the individual employeee.
Documents, mails and attachments
can easily be journalised on employee
cases simply by dragging the information straight into the WorkPoint
Express panel in Outlook. It is a
simple way of structuring data and

documents in HR departments and
to start working more systematical
with daily HR tasks, processes and
routines.

HR Management

Onboarding

Structured overview of
employee data and information

Enhanced management of
HR tasks and processes

Administration

Facilitate the
onboarding process
of new employees

Support your
processes for
GDPR Compliance

Get your yearly
performance appraisals
meetings in system

EDH & WorkPoint provides an
efficient tool for onboarding new
employees into the organisation.
Integrate the employee in the
organisation by assigning relevant
documents, data and projects and
start setting up automatic
procedures, that can help the
employee in quickly establishing a
stabile and comfort-able workingenvironment.

HR departments are responsible for managing the employees’
personal information and data such
as contracts, medical documents,
job applications and much more.
EDH & WorkPoint can assist with
auto-matic procedures for the
catagori-sation, classification and
deletion of personal data, which
creates simple processes that
supports GDPR requirements and
compliance

A systematic approach to performance appraisals meetings,
pertaining to the individual employee, that contains information about
when the dialogue took place, as
well as a summary of what was
agreed upon. The tool makes it
possible to view and track the
targets of the individual employee.

Training

Support GDPR
Compliance

A more strategic
and driven
With EDH & WorkPoint, the HR department gains a strategic advantage by providing an intelligent
and systematic platform, that can assist with a complete overview of HR processes. Start creating
strategic reports based on HR workflows, not only for ensuring the quality and administration of all
employee cases, but for providing HR departments with unique data and insight that can used for
making larger strategic changes and business-critical decisions.
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Support tools and functions
with
A selection of tools and functions that can be included
in your HR management solution to ensure the
administration and systemisation of all employee data.

Mapping of competencies
Start mapping out your employees
skills and competencies. To strategically allocate employee’s individual
skills and competencies can be a
difficult discipline, but WorkPoint
provides a professional overview
that allows organisations to easily
and quickly match your tasks with
the specific and apprioate employee.

Task control
Task control in our HR solution allows the opportunity to create tasks
related to the employee’s individual progress and gives a complete
overview of all relevant tasks. Guide
and follow your employees by using
task control for establishing tasks to
the individual employee.

Intuitive search function
Advanced serach function made
simple. EDH & WorkPoint provides a
easy and intuitive search function,
that helps your organisation in
quickly finding and retrieving
information, data and documents of
employees. Ensures an efficient
communication process and gathers
all HR relevant correspondance in
one place.

Priorities, notes and meetings
in employee cases
EDH & WorkPoint provdides a
comprehen-sive overview of all
employee cases. To start working
more systemised, you can create
notes, meetings and priorities on
the individual employee case, which
will help your organisa-tion in
coordinating tasks pertaining to the
specific employee.

Automatic metatagging
Automatic and intelligent metatagging that saves users time and
resources and quality assures
metadata on emails and documents.
This intelligent metatagging can
be implemented on all HR tasks,
documents and cases to gather all
correspondance across the organisation.

Document management
& approval control
Efficient and systematic document
management system for HR departments, that helps in standardising
the process of handling documents
pertaining to specific tasks, contracts
and much more. Combined with a approval control process, where quality
is assured across all documentation
by easily setting up documents for
approval and quality check.

Checklists and workflows
By creating and maintaining workflows and checklists on HR tasks
and employee cases, HR departments are provided with efficient
tools for supporting the employeees
progress.

Integration for Office 365
Administrate and systemise HR tasks
in your office platform. By using
WorkPoint Express, you can easily
integrate the HR solution in programs such as Outlook, Word, Excel
and PowerPoint, and start managing
HR processes directly in Office 365.

Control processes with
HR dashboard
Control all HR processes and tasks
from your personalised HR Dashboards. EDH & WorkPoint
provides a simple and efficient
dashboard for qucikly establishing
an overview of results, metrics
and other tracking data, that
indicates the task status of the HR
department.

Organisational
charts
Outline and structure your organisation hiararchy by creating
organisational charts in WorkPoint.
An efficient tool for showing the
internal relationship, status and
ransks between departments and
employees in the organisation.
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Case Management
Intelligent solution for managing cross-organisational
cases by providing e-mail and document management in
SharePoint Online and Office 365
Our solution supports efficient case
management with document and
email management across the organization. The result is a high and
uniform quality in all ongoing cases,
which facilitates the processes for
routine tasks and helps in ensuring
compliance with fixed procedures
such as the GDPR.

The solution provides a common
and simple user interface, which will
guide caseworkers though the entire
case progress . By giving employees
a complete overview of all cases and
their individual stages, documentation, e-mails and data, it becomes
much easier to do progress reports
on cases and to find and retrieve
accurate knowledge and information.

Case
Management
- very simple
and efficient

Work with complex cases directly
from Office 365
With a OUR Express plugin, you are
ensured a quick and full integration
for Office 365. This pro-vides
employees with the unique opportunity to work with complex and
cross-organisational cases directly
from their everday programs such
as outlook, word, excel, powerpoint

and many more. That way, you are
gathering all your knowledge, information and important documents on
a platform, which provides employees with a extremely recognisable
interface and a comfortable working
environment.

Key features of
Gathers all information
in single case portal
All correspondance related to cases, documents, emails, information and data are
gathered in a unique search portal for quick
search and retrieval of documents.

Monitor the entire case process
With intuitive stage management, The solution allows organisations to guide case workers through cases and provides a complete
overview of ongoing cases.

Well-organised template library
Ensure the quality and systemisation of cases
by using the template library, and provide
case workers with guidance and structure for
easier case work.

Achieve a single overview of all cases in the organisation. Customers, stakeholders, information,
master data and documents can automatically be
affiliated to the individual case
Automatic version management of documents
ensures all changes and approvals are always
registered
Efficient management of email with quick and
easy filing to the case by drag and drop. Find
or retrieve all information and history of a case
quickly and easily
Well-organised library with templates making it
easy to create new case documents.
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Support tools and functions
with
A selection of tools and functions that can be included in
your case management solution to ensure the overview
and handling of all ongoing cases

User-freindly platform
Simple platform with an inuitive
and user-friendly interface that
allows the user to easily navigate
in the system and start managing
and handling case. This saves your
organisation a lot of ressources in
time and manpower, since users
will only need a brief introduction
as training.

Integration for Office 365
Perform case management and
manage case tasks in your office
platform. By using Express, you can
easily integrate the case
management solution in programs
such as Outlook, Word, Excel and
PowerPoint, and start managing
case processes directly in Office
365.

Intuitive search function
Advanced search funcktion made
simple. EDH Technology provides a
easy and intuitive search function,
that helps your organisation in
quickly finding and retrieving
information, data and documents of
employees. Ensures an efficient
communication process and gathers
all case relevant correspondance in
one place.

Stage management
Stage Management for supporting
processes of the indivdual case
progress with the opportunity for
guidance and instructions for each
stage.

E-mail management with
drag and drop
Efficient e-mail management with
journalisation directly from Outlook with drag and drop functions,
which makes it far easier to file and
archive mails and documents.

Professional dashboard
A professional dashboard in SharePoint Online that allows you to
easily systemise all cross-organisational cases. Get a quick and
simple overview of tasks, issues and
progress on your own customised
case management dashboard.

Overview of all information
Gather all knowledge and information in one platform and have
a compelete overview of all documents, e-mails, stakeholders,
metadata on specific cases.

Template library
The system provides efficient template management, which means
that you can find any case template
you need. There are templates for
meeting reports, status reports,
offer documents, framework
agreements and the like.

Task management
Task Management allows the
opportunity for creating specific
tasks regarding to the progress of
individual cases which provides a
very strong insight in to all cases.

Automatic version
management
Control and ensure that all changes and corrections in cases are
always automatically registrered
and logged within the system.

Automatic metatagging
Automatic and intelligent metatagging that saves users time and resources as well as quality assuring
metadata on emails and documents.
This intellignent Metatagging can
be implemented on all case tasks,
documents and cases to gather all
correspondance across the organisation.
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EDH Technology & WorkPoint
Contract Management
An advanced contract management system from EDH Technology & WorkPoint
EDH & WorkPoint 365 is a cloud-based contract management system based on SharePoint Online
and Office 365 and uses the latest Microsoft technology, as well as the best tools to support
streamlining and automation of workflows.
EDH & WorkPoint 365 integrates seamlessly into the Micfrosoft 365 so that it is possible to work in
both Microsoft Teams, flow, Office programs Outlook, Excel, Word and Power Point and much more.
EDH & WorkPoint is a standard contract management system that requires minimal customization
and can be configured to support a wide range of workflows and processes. EDH & WorkPoint 365 is
role-based system, so that security, rules and workflows can be set up based on the nature of the
task and the role of the employee.
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The employee in focus

High user experience

Easy and efficient contract management

User satisfaction is paramount

Great demands are made on the employee - they must be efficient - the contracts
must be error-free - they must have an overview - they must be up to date with
processes and procedures - they must cooperate with colleagues and external
parties - they must be adaptable and they must be service-minded and
accommodating.

At EDH & WorkPoint, we know that good user satisfaction is absolutely crucial for the
quality of the contract work and that the key to user satisfaction lies in userfriendliness, automation and a high degree of recognizability.
• Our solution is deeply integrated into Microsoft Office and SharePoint,
providing recognizability across Microsoft's system landscape.

If an employee is to master all of these disciplines, it requires robust and wellfunctioning system support. That is why we have created a modern digital
workplace that contains all the tools needed to be able to exercise effective
contract management.

• EDH & WorkPoint has a well-developed rule and process engine that makes it
possible to automate a wide range of workflows and processes, so that the
employee can focus on the contract work, instead of spending time on trivial
workflows and quality assurance.

EDH & WorkPoint contract management is built around 10 core principles:

• EDH & WorkPoint 365 moves contract management to the Office programs
Outlook, Word, Excel and PowerPoint.

1. Work area with an overview of contract content and progress,
including contract documents, parties, meetings, notes, emails, etc.
2. Support of the contract process.
3. Automation of relevant processes.
4. Good management overview of the department's contracts and the
progress across the contacts.
5. Clear, intuitive and recognizable user interface.
6. Effective search.
7. Easy journaling process where metadata from the case is
automatically generated.
8. Employee overview of "My contracts", "My tasks" and action list of eg
contracts to be renewed.
9. Easy collaboration and knowledge sharing with colleagues and
external parties.
10. Effective support of GDPR processes.
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Contract Basic Solution
EDH & WorkPoint 365 supports efficient contract management, document and
email management across the organization. The result is a high and consistent
quality throughout the contract life cycle from the contract preparation, handling
and to the process around contract renegotiation / expiration.
Our solution facilitates the execution of routine tasks and ensures compliance
with fixed procedures. At the same time, one common and simple user interface is
achieved, which helps the employee through the contract process.
The contract solution contains 3 modules as standard: Customers, contacts and
contracts. The contracts are managed in a contract module and the contract
module contains, among other things. the following functionality:
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The basic solution must be considered as a starting point that can be configured and
tailored as needed.
This means that, among other things. is possible to:
• Setup of business-adapted contract processes that support different contract types
and processes
• Configures workflows and approval processes
• Set up advanced security rules
• Set up processes to comply with the company's GDPR processes
• Reports and Power BI (Business Intelligence)
• Microsoft Teams Integration
• Secure process for external sharing

• Support for standard contact processes with stage management and process
support
• User-friendly and intuitive user interface so that the solution with a short
introduction can be used by any employee
• Contract work areas for contract documents, e-mails, stakeholders as well as
information and master data on the individual contract, including roles

Add-ons

• Template library for contract / document templates

• EDH & WorkPoint Express (Plugin for Microsoft Office 365, Outlook, Word
Excel og PowerPoint

• Automatic version control of documents ensures that all changes and approvals
are always registered

• E-mail Manager (Email automation)

• Approval workflow
• Search function that makes it easy and fast to find and retrieve all information
and history on a contract
• Dashboard with an overview of contracts, tasks and action list

• Digital Signatur
• Scanning (via AutoStore)

EDH Technology
&
functions
— GDPR Compliance
— External Integration
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Achieve GDPR Compliance
Is your organisation ready for GDPR? - Make the GDPR an
easier and more operational project in SharePoint Online and
Office 365 by automating your processes and workflows
Many believe that their organisation does not manage personal
data - but what about employee and
customer data? The GDPR definition
is actually very broad.
All organisations must now be able
to document that they comply with
the regulation. The GDPR has a
lot of requirements when it comes
down to managing of personal data.

Most organisations keep a lot of
personal information disorganised
on shared drives and in obsolete
systems. More than ever, there is
a need for proper systems that can
manage your business’ information
flow.

The 3-step Workplan for GDPR Compliance

& EDH is the email and
document management system that
can assist your organisation in
meeting GDPR requirements

1. Initial 3-hour workshop

2. Datastream analysis

3. System analysis

• Introduction to the GDPR and its
requirements – get the high-level understanding of a complex
matter.
• Identification of data and systems
- identify what data you manage
and where it is located.
• Prepare the analysis.

• Process and data mapping – get
the processed and the corresponding data mapped. Then you
can start looking at the systems to
support it.

• Analysis of systems and documenting of requirements - based
on the data stream analysis determines how systems should
support your organisation.

Let
&-EDH consulting
help you get ready. We break it
down in manageable chunks, so
you can meet the GDPR
requirements, one step at the
time.
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Key features for
GDPR Compliance

Systemising the GDPR
- Best Practice

Rentention time
Organisations are only allowed to keep personal information and
data, as long as they serve a business purpose. By using retention
time, organisations are automatically updated accordring to the
requirements, so they do not keep expired information and data
on their servers.

1. Incoming documents & mails

2. Set up processes

Incoming documents and mails are the main area of the
GDPR - These are produced outside the organisation and
must be journalised in EDH & WorkPoint. Types: Mails,
Word files, Excel files, PowerPoint files. TIF, PDF files,
other formats Source: Office (Outlook, Word, Excel,
PowverPoint), file drive

It is important to set up a process of
workflow within each main area, so
that workflows can as far as possible
be automated and errors are minimised. The processes help the user
to comply with GDPR.

Classification of data
Organisations must be able to identify and classify their information and data. Classifying data and information helps organisation
to understand how they are managing certain types and levels of
information and data.

GDPR automation
Automation is an important tool to comply with the GDPR without
spending to many resources. Automate processes for:
•
•
•
•
•

Auto tagging
Auto classifying
Auto deletion
Dashboards for review
Strong search

3. Define categories
The category is defined by type. For example, a case
type “Staff case” or a document type “Contract” or
“Job Application”. The category is important in connection with subsequent search and deletion of personal
data in connection with the “right to be forgotten” eg.
a document categorised as a “contract” that is active
must not be deleted even if it is classified as personally
enforceable.

5. Correct classification
It is important that all personally identifiable documents, mails and data are classified. The automatic
EDH & WorkPoint classification ensures that
documents, mails and documents are processed
according to the guidelines of the GDPR.

4.

Special rules & requirements
Some document types require that
they are handled in a special way or
have special security requirements.
Set up rules and requirements for
specific workflows and processes in
WorkPoint.
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Easy cooperation with external
partners
Use EDH & WorkPoint for complete user control and
manage the access level for external users and partners
in SharePoint Online and Office 365
Many organisations use external
workforces and partners as a vital
part of their strategy, however when
integrating external users into a
project or system, it is important
to secure the amount of information available for external users.
With WorkPoint’s external access
function, organisations can ensure
and improve user management and
control by improving the procedure
for integrating external users to a
specific product, project or process.

This allows you to start setting up
restrictions and acess levels for
specific users. Integrate an external
specialist for risk assesments with a
limited read-only view or share documents with external project managers and provide them full control
of documents and e-mails within
a specific business area.

Key features of managing
external users
Restricted access

Control the different roles of external users. Decide
whether you only want external users as project contributors for working on specific documents, or you want them
to operate as project managers with an overview of entire
processes or projects.

Security of information

When assigning external workforces, you can
improve the security of information by managing the level
and type of information that is available
to external users.

Easy integration

improves crossorganisational communication
with structured user
management

Once the function is implemented, organisations can
easily integrate and manage external users on their
platform without any assistance from EDH &
WorkPoint.

EDH &
is your ONE
work point
Designed
for SharePoint
Online and
Office 365

Get in touch

Would you like to know more about our SharePoint
Solutions
Please contact us at:
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Web: www.edh-tech.dk
Tlf: 70 20 07 60
Email: info@edh-tech.dk

